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Snowblower RP
3-Point Rear Pull PTO Snowblower

Headin’ in the Right Direction...

Why a rear pull-type snow blower?  

The obvious answer is that you don’t have to drive backwards, which

is literally a pain in the neck, but also is not a very safe way to operate

equipment.  While being more economical than a front mounted snow

blower the Snowblower RP (rear pull) still allows you to drive forward

while giving you the option to leave the front loader on the tractor if so

desired.  The blower lifts very high with the 3-point, so when a very

deep drift is encountered, the tractor can be turned around and

backed into the drift to drag it out.   Also, it can be used on older

model tractors without ‘live’ PTO because you can clear the snow out

of  the chute before stopping the tractor by simply raising the 3-point.

The new RP series is a 2-stage blower, so it gathers snow just like the

backups.  This eliminates the main problem of the old single stage

pull-type blower, which bridged snow across the front of the blower,

preventing it from feeding into the fan.

Model 601RP cleans up snow that has
been previously driven on.

An easy fit for all tractors is the
standard hand crank chute rotator.

901RP, our largest rear pull with
standard hydraulic chute rotation.
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AVAILABLE OPTIONS STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS

60” Model 601RP 
78” Model 781RP 
90” Model 701RP 
Hydraulic Chute Rotation 
(Models 601RP/781RP)  

Hydraulic Defector Control
Electric Deflector Control 

Model 601RP 781RP 901RP    
Stage 2 2 2
Cutting Width 60” 78” 90”
Cutting Height 27” 29” 32”
Auger Diameter (open flight) 16” 16” 18”
Fan Diameter (4 blade) 20” 22” 26”
Discharge Chute Manual Manual Hydraulic

Rotator 1 2 Rotator 1 2 Rotator 1
PTO Speed 540 RPM 540 RPM 540 RPM or

1000 RPM
Casting Distance up to 30’ up to 35’ up to 40’
Minimum Horsepower 20 30 50
Hitch Requirement Cat. I Cat. I Cat. II or III narrow
Drive Line 14 Series 35 Series 35 Series
Cutting Edge 3/8” x 3” Weld-on (all models)
Skid Shoes                                       Adjustable & Replaceable (all models)
Shipping Weight 840# 1050# 1410#

“Grace and peace to you from God our Father and the Lord Jesus Christ” .
2 Corinthians 1:2

Standard hand crank
chute rotator

(models 601RP/781RP)

Heavy-duty enclosed

drive chain 

Efficient 4-blade fan with
shear bolt protection

Large open flight auger
with shear bolt protection

Optional hydraulic chute rotation
for ease of operation – ideal for
tractors with cabs. Standard on
901RP

1   Includes deflector & 3-position linkage. 
Hydraulic or electric is optional.

2  Hydraulic Chute Rotator is optional

Snowblower RP
Model 601RP - #900430
Model 781RP - #900433
Model 901RP - #900436




